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2021 Dutchmen VOLTAGE 3615 $69
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Description Dutchmen Voltage toy hauler 3615 highlights: Full and Half Bath Happi-Jack
Power Bunk Dual Entry Twin-Size Loft Kitchen Island 11' Separate Garage You will
thoroughly enjoy spending most of your summer traveling with this Voltage toy
hauler! There is plenty of sleeping space with the king-size bed , power bunk, twin-
size loft, and opposing sofas so that you can bring along a couple of friends, and
with a full and half bathroom, you can provide everyone with an easy way to get
clean. This unit includes some great modern features, like a fireplace , exterior
entertainment center, 18-cubic foot refrigerator, and 30-gallon fuel station. It also
has extra storage space with an exterior pass-through storage compartment, and
the opposing slides in the main living area will be helpful for providing enough
room while you cook or relax. You will be extremely impressed by the amount of
luxury found on the Dutchmen Voltage fifth wheel toy hauler! Some of the
premium features that you will find on the Voltage are the Zero-Gravity ramp door
that lets you access your toys with very little effort and the king-size bed which
offers you extra space for sleeping comfortably. The Voltage also has industry-
leading 7'-tall slides so that you can feel free to stretch your legs while inside. The
ramp door patio system is certainly going to be an appealing factor because it
provides you with an extra party space, and the dedicated heat ducts for the
underbelly and the All-Weather Package with additional insulation will ensure that
your Voltage is protected and prepared for all sorts of weather.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 103-UT110874
VIN Number: 4YDF36125MZ990453
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 38
Sleeps: 7
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Altoona, Iowa, United States
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